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In 2004 Sanborn won contract with the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)

for the National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) which consisted of four states.

Each state had a delivery of DOQQ’s and County Compressed Mosaics (CCMs) for each

county. Once the imagery was captured the turn around for a final delivery was very short

and required that most processes be automated.  Each CCM had to be accompanied by a

metadata file and a shapefile showing the coverage and DOQQ’s make-up of that CCM

as well as a metadata file for that shapefile.  This paper addresses how Sanborn used

ArcObjects 9.0, ArcCatalog 9.0, VB 6.0 and the latest version of Perl to create and

maintain this metadata.  I will address how Sanborn used the USGS metadata parser (mp)

to verify the metadata before delivery to the USDA.  How ArcMap 9.0 was used to

visually verify the MrSID CCM files before shipping will also be discussed.

BACKGROUND

In 2004 the USDA awarded Sanborn four states under its National Agriculture

Imagery Program (NAIP).  The four states included Arizona, Colorado, South Dakota,

and North Carolina.  These were a combination of 1 meter imagery states and 2 meter

imagery states. The major deliveries for a NAIP state are the DOQQ center TIFF files

that make up the state, a MrSID Compressed County Mosaic (CCM) for each county in

the state, and the metadata the goes along with each CCM .

NAIP annually acquires current and accurate imagery of all agricultural lands of

the continental United States and delivers the data to USDA Service Centers. The

imagery is used for several purposes, including crop management and determining farm

and tract boundaries. It's imperative that the imagery acquisition process be timely and

accurate to met these requirements

This paper will address the creation of that metadata.  I will cover the composition

of the metadata, the tools and processes used to create that metadata.  I will also cover the

QC tools and processes used in verifying the correctness of metadata.  Issues that were

encountered in creation of metadata as well as the QC of the metadata using the USGS

metadata parser (mp) will also be touch upon.

Sanborn used a database called LiftTrack to collect and archive much of the data

needed for the metadata creation.  I will talk about the use of LiftTrack and how it was



used in the production of metadata.  This database is an enterprise Microsoft SQL server

(MS-SQL) 2000 database running in a windows environment.

The last items that I will discuss are the enhancements that need to be made in

order to make this process even more streamlined for Sanborn.   These will include near

term and future wish list items.

DESIGN CONSIDERATION

The metadata deliveries for a NAIP state were complex and had many rules as to

how the metadata was created including how the format was to be structured, but

primarily what was to be included and not included in the metadata.  Sanborn wanted the

metadata creation to be robust yet simple.  The main goal was the correctness of the

metadata.  It was important that a delivery not be rejected due to “bad” metadata.  Using

ArcCatalog metadata editor alone was out of the question as there were just too many

fields to be populated by hand which would increase the chance manual errors in the

metadata creation.

Sanborn needed other items such as QC scripts, MrSID input scripts, etc. in

addition to metadata to be produced at the same time that made logical sense to add to the

metadata translators.  The first thing needed was the MrSID script and input text file that

would be used as input to the MrSID compressor.  Other items required were scripts and

input text to drive the metadata creation process.

DEVELOPMENT / CODE EXAMPLES

Sanborn decided that VB with ArcObjects would be the method used for

automating the metadata creation process.  VB offered the development of quick GUIs

and a well documented interface into ArcObjects.  The need for Perl arrived after the

ArcObjects development was done and there still remained a few strings that needed

replaced.  Perl with its strong string handling abilities seemed to make it the best choice.

The USGS MP program was just a command line program that Sanborn was able to

script and run within a bash shell.  Cygwin Bash was chosen to allow all the processes to

be scripted and hide the Perl and mp programs from the user. The Shapefile metadata and

the CCM metadata creation steps and examples are included below.



Shapefile, Shapefile metadata and MrSID script creation

First, a GUI was developed that allowed the user to select the state and county

that they were going to develop an MrSID CCM for:

Figure 1 is the main GUI for creating the Shapefile, Shapefile metadata, MrSID script

and the QC scripts.  Notice that the user must select the UTM zone that the CCM will be

delivered in as well as the state and county.

Figure 1: Shapefile and MrSID script GUI

Figure 2 shows part the text file that is created from out LiftTrack database and is used by

the application to create the Shapefile, Shapefile metadata, MrSID script and the QC

scripts.  The key field that is used in linking this table to the DOQQ grid from which the

shapefile is created is the DOQQ_ID.



Figure 2: County Text file from LiftTrack

Figure 3 is an example of part of the MrSID input text script that is created as part of the

above process.  This full directory path is given so that this process may be distributed to

any of the Sanborn worker machines.

Figure 3: MrSID input Script

Figure 4 shows part of the Shapefile and part of the table for that Shapefile created while

running the above process.  All of the attributes for the table came from the table

produced from the LiftTrack database.  Please note the date in the IDAT field, which is

the date that the imagery was captured.

Figure 4: Shapefile and Table for Bent County



Figure 5 in an example of the Shapefile metadata that is created by the above process.

You can see that both the shapefile table above and the metadata

Point_and_Vector_Object_Count both show 132 polygons for Bent County.

Figure 5: Shapefile metadata for Bent county Colorado



CCM metadata and QC script creation

To make the CCM metadata creation very straight forward, a second GUI was

developed which allowed the user to select the information needed to create the CCM and

required AUX file that was associated with that CCM. Below is an example of that GUI:

Figure 6 is the GUI for the CCM creation.  A spatial reference is supplied so that an AUX

file can first be built for the MrSID file before applying the template.  Notice also that the

Zone and FIPS code must be provided as this is needed for the metadata.

Figure 6: CCM GUI



Figure 7 is an example of part the of the DOQQ lineage input text file that is used as

input to create the CCM metadata.  This input file was created by the Shapefile process

using the information that was provided by LiftTrack.

Figure 7: CCM lineage input text file for Bent county Colorado



Figure 8: A sample of a MrSID compress county mosaic (CCM) for Bent county

Colorado.

Figure 8: MrSID CCM for Bent compressed 50:1



Figure 9 is the shapefile overlaying the CCM. This is one of many QC step to very

completeness and correctness of the spatial reference of both datasets.

Figure 9: Shapefile for Bent, Notice the image behind the Shapefile



Figure 10 is an example of the part of CCM metadata for Bent county Colorado.  Notice

the FIPS code gets put in as part of the Place_Keyword.  Also note the Lineage section

which was replaced be the input text file shown above.

Figure 10: CCM metadata example



The code need to handle the generation of both the Shapefile and the CCM metadata was

written using ArcCatalog Metadata code and a combination of Perl code with Bash

scripts.  Below are a couple of VB code snippets that I felt may be of some interest.

Applying Metadata Template

  Dim m_pExportTXT As ExportMPTXT

  Dim pExport As IMetadataExport

  Dim m_pImportTXT As ImportMPTXT

  Dim pImport As IMetadataImport

  Dim pEnumDSName As IEnumDatasetName

  Dim pWS As IWorkspace

  Dim pDataset As IDataset

  Set pFWS = pWkSpFact.OpenFromFile(WkSpLoc, 0)

  Set MD_FC = pFWS.OpenFeatureClass(NAIPName & ".shp")

  Set pDataset = MD_FC

  Set pWS = pDataset.Workspace

  Set pEnumDSName = pWS.DatasetNames(esriDTFeatureClass)

  Set pDSName = pEnumDSName.Next

  If pDSName.Name = NAIPName Then

  Else

    Set pDSName = pEnumDSName.Next

  End If

  Set pMD = pDSName

  '***Create or Synch metadata

  pMD.Synchronize esriMSAAlways, 1

  Set m_pExportTXT = New ExportMPTXT

  Set pExport = m_pExportTXT

  '***Export the metadata to a local directory - local tmplate copy for Bndy Coords.

  pExport.Export pMD, WkSpLoc & "\" & NAIPName & ".tmplate"

  Set m_pImportTXT = New ImportMPTXT

  Set pImport = m_pImportTXT

  '***Import a local xml document to metadata

   pImport.Import MetadataLoc & "\" & "shapefile_metadata_template.txt", pMD

  Set m_pExportTXT = New ExportMPTXT

  Set pExport = m_pExportTXT

 '***Export the metadata to a local directory

  pExport.Export pMD, WkSpLoc & "\" & NAIPName & ".met"



 '*** Set the file for the Check script...

   LogfsoCHKTxt.CreateTextFile WkSpLoc & "\" & "CheckShapefile.s", True, False

   Set LogfleCHKTxt = LogfsoCHKTxt.GetFile(WkSpLoc & "\" & "CheckShapefile.s")

   LogfleCHKTxt.OpenAsTextStream(ForAppending).WriteLine ("../../mp.exe " & NAIPName & ".met")

Link and Join:

  '***Create the MemoryRelationshipClass that defines what is to be joined

  Dim pMemRelClassFact As IMemoryRelationshipClassFactory

  Set pMemRelClassFact = New MemoryRelationshipClassFactory

  Dim pRelClass As IRelationshipClass

  Dim pTblFact As IWorkspaceFactory

  Dim pTblWorkspace As IWorkspace

  '*** Perform the link based on DOQQ_ID Number

  Set pTblFact = New TextFileWorkspaceFactory

  Set pTblWorkspace = pTblFact.OpenFromFile(CCMTextFileLoc & "\" & Form1.Combo1.Text, 0)

  Set pFeatWS = pTblWorkspace

  Set pTable = pFeatWS.OpenTable(ASISCCMName & ".txt")

  RowCnt = pTable.RowCount(Nothing)

  Set pRelClass = pMemRelClassFact.Open("CCM_Join", DOQQ_FC, _

   "DOQQ_ID", pTable, "DOQQ_ID", "forward", "backward", esriRelCardinalityOneToOne)

  '*** Perform the join

  Dim pRelQueryTableFact As IRelQueryTableFactory

  Dim pRelQueryTab As ITable

  Set pRelQueryTableFact = New RelQueryTableFactory

  Set pRelQueryTab = pRelQueryTableFact.Open(pRelClass, True, Nothing, Nothing, "", True, True)

  Dim pQueryFilter As IQueryFilter

  Set pQueryFilter = New QueryFilter

  pQueryFilter.WhereClause = "CCM = '" & ASISCCMName & "'" & "and INCLUDED = 'Y'"

  Set pCursor = pRelQueryTab.Search(pQueryFilter, True)

Spatial Reference:

    '***Open the raster dataset

    Set pRasterDataset = pRasterWs.OpenRasterDataset(NAIPName & ".sid")

    If pRasterDataset Is Nothing Then

       MsgBox "Error Opening MrSID file: " & NAIPName

       Exit Sub

    End If

    Dim pSchemaEdit As IGeoDatasetSchemaEdit

    Set pSchemaEdit = pRasterDataset

    pSchemaEdit.AlterSpatialReference m_SR



QC of the metadata file(s) was a very important step in the process and was

required by the USDA.  NAIP required that at least the USGS Metadata Parser program

be run and pass on all metadata.  MP generates a textual report indicating errors in the

metadata, primarily in the structure but also in the values of some of the scalar elements

(that is, those whose values are restricted by the standard).  Below is an example of the

script used to check a CCMs metadata before shipping.  This script was created

automatically as part of the first application that was run.

Check CCM Script look as follows:

../../mp.exe naip_1-1_2n_s_co011_2004_1.met

CURRENT ENHANCEMENTS BEING

IMPLEMENTED

Sanborn experienced a few minor issues with the metadata creation which are

being addressed prior to the 2005 NAIP season.  One improvement needed is in the

handling of exceptions.  Exceptions include things such as needed files not present,

handle wrong, UTM zones, etc.  At present most of these types of errors are not trapped

for and cause an exception in the VB software.  A friendly method of detecting problem,

reporting these error(s) and exiting from the application will be needed for the 2005

season.

Another item that Sanborn would like to support is the changing over and

testing of ArcGIS 9.1 for the 2005 season.  This transition is expected to go smoothly,

and hopefully will fix a couple of minor issues.

FUTURE WORK

Additional improvements are required to fully automate the metadata creation

process. Other items that must be more fully designed and considered for metadata

creation are listed below:

 Integrate directly with LiftTrack.

 Look at switching to .NET for better GUIs and cleaner code base

 Look at taking the “User” out of the loop completely, except for QC

 Interface directly with the status tool at Sanborn (SanTrack)

 Performance testing

 Others



CONCLUSION

Sanborn has successfully implemented a process that used ArcGIS ArcOjects,

Perl, and USGS Metadata Parser to created compliant NAIP metadata.  While not without

small issues, the process was an overall success and allowed the metadata to be created in

a timely fashion, but more importantly was the accuracy of the metadata that was created.

This task was completed with minimal difficulty due to the openness of ArcGIS and the

completeness for ArcObject.
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